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Reflections of Day - 4 

• Introduction to 

extensions in scratch 

• Developing a STEM 

animation
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Are we safe on gaming platforms and Applications ?
Gaming is a fun and sociable way to

spend time, encourage teamwork and

develop skills but there are a few risks

we need to be aware to stay safe and

have positive gaming experience.

• Phishing

• Trolls and bullying

• Cheats and Frauds

• Character and inventory theft

• Viruses and Malware

• Insecure or Compromised Gamer 

Servers 



The tactics scammers use to trick people out of

their credit card numbers, bank passwords,

and other account logins are also popular with

gaming thieves.

In this case, instead of mocking up a replica of

Chase Bank or the like, criminals may build

something that looks like a popular online

game website and urge gamers to change their

password or validate their account, typically

threatening to block the gamer’s account

unless they comply. The goal is to take over

the account and resell it on the black market.

Phishing



Almost every online game includes some

form of voice or text-based chatting

nowadays. Unfortunately, the feature is

also widely abused. In the heat of the

online battle, you may hear some cursing,

or an insult. That may just be human nature

in a highly competitive atmosphere, but

inevitably, some players will cross the line

into bullying other players. And in some

games, especially those dedicated to

online characters’ virtual lives, such chats

may become uncomfortably personal.

Trolls and Bullying



Cheats and Frauds

Criminal ways to cheat involve fixing games,

using virtual gangs to rob novice players, and

virtual fraud. When it comes to in-game

economies, centuries-old fraud schemes

sometimes arise. You may encounter a

person offering you some inventory or an in-

game advantage for a discounted price, for

example, but typically such offers turn out to

be scams.



Criminals are likely to target in-game

resources, well-developed game characters,

paid game accounts, or associated credit-

card data. The latter is the hardest to target,

but others may be stolen from you in

multiple ways: phishing, password-stealing

malware, in-game fraud and so on.

Ultimately, the better your character or

account, the greater the chance that

criminals will target you specifically.

Character and Inventory 

Theft



Viruses and Malware

As with almost every digital experience, you’ll find

specific cybersecurity threats associated with the

online gaming landscape. Trojans may modify a

legitimate app and upload the malicious version

to Google Play or another legitimate marketplace.

Malware such as adware and Trojans that

convert infected machines into zombies in larger

botnets continue to plague even the most

reputable app marketplaces.



Insecure Gamer Servers 

any game with a network connection carries

some level of risk to computer security,

especially compared to playing a computer

game that does not require a connection to

another computer or a link to the internet. By

exploiting vulnerabilities, malicious users

might be able to control your computer

remotely and use it to attack other computers

or install programs such as Trojan horses,

adware, or spyware, or gain access to

personal information on your computer



Digital Etiquettes



Report to Cyber Crime



Cyber Security Guide





For Feedback visit https://rb.gy/mi3xw9

tech@learninglinksindia.org

To learn more about visit www.planetcode.in
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